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Collaboration software is on the rise - from communication to project
management – new technology offers an abundance of options. More online
collaboration tools spring up every year, while existing ones are constantly
improving their features and functionality.
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Here’s a list of 13 of the current best collaboration tools that can support
your Local Linker Network:
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One of the most well-known project management tools, Asana allows users
to assign tasks to other members, add followers to projects and monitor
deadlines. It’s very useful as a to-do list or calendar for strategic planning.
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People can’t collaborate if they don’t communicate. From instant
messaging to video conferencing tools (the best alternative to face-to-face
meetings), there are many options for team collaboration tools:
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Slack is a popular and well-crafted platform offering instant messaging,
file transfers and powerful message search. It has many features and
dozens of integrations with other tools like Trello and Intercom.
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Cisco’s WebEx provides personalized video meeting rooms where users
can to host and join meetings. People can use WebEx for team
collaboration, webinars, training and customer support.
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GoToMeeting is an online video conferencing software that allows users to
schedule meetings and share screens. It’s one of the most popular video
tools with millions of users.
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Flowdock is a group and private chat platform. Its most interesting feature
is its team inbox which aggregates notifications from other channels,
like Twitter, Asana and customer support tools.

Project management tools are critical. Who can coordinate effectively
when they can’t monitor task progress or keep track of objectives?
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Trello has an intriguing interface that resembles solitaire (you can even
drag task cards across columns, just like you would playing cards). It’s
easy to learn and works well for monitoring projects and assigning tasks.
Trello also makes using Agile, Scrum and other project management
frameworks easy.
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Dapulse is a collaboration tool that helps you communicate, set objectives
and assign tasks. Its big advantage: it has a great visual design so it’s easy
to understand and work with.
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Redbooth is an easy-to-use project management tool. Its platform allows
users to plan and collaborate through many functions from video
conferencing to creating Gantt charts.
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Wimi offers users their own ‘unified workspaces’ where teams can manage
projects and share files and calendars. You can control access in each
workspace with a rights-based system. Wimi Drive, their file syncing
software, helps you make the most out of cloud technology.
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A task shouldn’t always be one person’s responsibility. More and more
organisations need to create together. These are the best collaboration
tools:
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Igloo is a company intranet that allows people to communicate and get
work done. Its wiki allows colleagues to share information and ideas.
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Google needs no introduction. Google’s collaboration tools include
its Docs and Sheets services, which are designed to allow teams to edit files
at the same time and save all their changes automatically.
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Quip started off as a mobile app and released a desktop version later.
Teams can import and work live on different file types. Edits are saved
automatically and its chat, comment and checklist features make
collaboration easy.
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Getting staff in a single organisation together in one place at one time is
can be hard enough, coordinating meetings across multiple organisations
can be nightmare:
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Teamup simplifies how groups share plans, schedule events, and
communicate statuses.
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Local Linker Networks should choose software that meets the collective
needs of all members. Consistency is king. Here are some criteria that you
can use to identify the best service for your LLN:
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Some tools offer excellent service but are only focused on one aspect of
team collaboration. Give some thought to how efficient this really is.
Teams may end up spending time changing between complementary
software. It’s better to look for a tool that’s feature rich and allows people
to use it in many different ways.
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This is obviously one of the most important criteria. If a service works but
takes a lot of time to get used to, it won’t help teams (especially fast
growing teams). Request a demo and keep an eye out for an intuitive
interface and simple navigation.
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Collaborating doesn’t mean all conversations and files should be public.
Sometimes, you’ll want members to have private conversations or work on
sensitive projects. Make sure you look at privacy options before you choose
a service.
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Cloud-based technology has many advantages. It can solve your version
control headaches by allowing you to see recent edits and activity. All
information is stored online so everyone can be on the same page, no
matter where they are.
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